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 Strange Bedfellows: Feminist
 Collaboration

 Carey Kaplan and Ellen Cronan Rose

 xxW T ?o R K A N D F R I E N D S H I P. From our first encounter,
 we have been unable to distinguish between the two. We
 became friends through our work. We met on March 24,
 1979, at a conference where one of us was giving a paper

 on Margaret Drabble, a writer in whom both of us were interested. We
 looked forward to meeting at subsequent conferences for dinner or a drink
 to discuss our work and to gossip about our lives. From the first we have
 shared intellectual excitement and emotional and ideological compatibil-
 ity. But we stumbled on collaboration almost by accident, in the process
 of writing a grant proposal. Next we worked together on two edited col-
 lections, and most recently we wrote a book together. Over the years we
 have come to rely on each other and to respect one another as scholars.

 Any good collaboration has obvious advantages: the research and
 paperwork-even the actual writing, if your styles are compatible-can
 be divided and shared, and when one partner loses energy or vision, the
 other can rev up the engines. But in addition to these benefits, we have
 experienced intellectual and emotional synergy. We know that neither of
 us on her own would have written our most recent book. Its range and
 scope are more audacious than anything Ellen would have dared to at-
 tempt without Carey's chutzpah. Without Ellen, Carey never would have
 stopped to footnote her generalizations or ground her vision in gradgrin-
 dian facts.

 This article, which anatomizes, celebrates, and strives to theorize our collaboration,
 is indebted in its final articulation to a wider collaborative effort that, as feminist schol-
 ars, we have learned over the years to value. Friends, colleagues, external reviewers, and
 editors have extended and enriched our collaboration, and we wish here to acknowledge
 their contribution. Thanks, then, to Lisa Alther, Eve Raimon, Gayle Greene, Coppelia
 Kahn; to our copanelists at the 1991 Modern Language Association panel, "Feminist
 Collaboration"-Diane P. Freedman, Eileen Razzari Elrod, Debra Teachman, Pamela
 Demory, Sondra Reid, Carol Singley, and Elizabeth Sweeney-to the anonymous exter-
 nal reviewers for the National Women's Studies Association Journal and Signs, to Kate
 Tyler at Signs, and above all, to Valerie Miner.

 [Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 1993, vol. 18, no. 3]
 ? 1993 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0097-9740/93/1803-0006$01.00
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 Kaplan and Rose FEMINIST COLLABORATION

 Readers of our books tell us they cannot identify passages written "by
 Carey" or "by Ellen." "Kaplan and Rose" wrote the introductions to
 their edited volumes Doris Lessing: The Alchemy of Survival and Ap-
 proaches to Teaching Lessing's "The Golden Notebook" and the whole
 of The Canon and the Common Reader.1 Kaplan and Rose are ideolog-
 ically committed to lucid writing. We believe that the academic tendency
 of the past fifteen years to write so densely that even highly sophisticated
 readers must spend enormous effort on understanding has short-circuited
 itself. We favor clarity and plain speaking. The personal, even intimate,
 language and content of this essay issue from this belief.

 Our intellectual, ideological, and political convictions dovetail as
 smoothly as our writing styles. For instance, all three of our books reflect
 our shared assumptions about the significance of the relationship be-
 tween popular and "high" culture and our respect for the cultural world
 outside the academy; indeed, in The Canon and the Common Reader, we
 characterize the history of literary canon formation and reformation as a
 two-hundred-year oscillation between common readers and the cultural/
 academic elite over who owns culture. Our conception of the "common
 reader" owes as much to the farmers, homemakers, and business people
 Carey taught in the Vermont Library Reading Project (a public human-
 ities project funded, in part, by the National Endowment for the Hu-
 manities) as it does to Dr. Johnson and Virginia Woolf. We are both
 feminists and the same kind of feminists. We share distrust of entrenched

 hegemonies; we believe profoundly that marginalized voices need to be
 heard; we know that education can be and ought to be transformative. In
 short, the collaborative "we" is unified, yet we have agreed to deconstruct
 that unity for the purposes of this essay-although this self-reflexive
 project threatens to render us speechless.

 We are aware of the warning cited by Barbara Johnson and amplified
 by Nancy Miller that in attempting to theorize an aspect of the experi-
 ence of "we women," we risk "the seduction of abstraction and the twin
 dangers of depersonalization and essentialism" (Miller 1991, 16). Addi-
 tionally, in this essay we are "writing our bodies" in a way we have never
 attempted as collaborators. We have set ourselves the task of staying with
 our separate, felt, visceral experiences. We believe that the personal can
 and should be theorized, but only through relentless fidelity to bodily as
 well as cerebral experience. This insistence on our independent physical
 truths has made us face our separateness, our separate truths, in a way
 never challenged by more purely intellectual work. In acknowledging and
 working with the notion that the personal is not only political but also
 theoretical, we also find ourselves stretching for even greater authenticity

 1 Kaplan and Rose 1988, 1989, 1990.
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 FEMINIST COLLABORATION Kaplan and Rose

 than in our previous work: "one's own body can constitute an internal
 limit on discursive irresponsibility, a brake on rhetorical spinning"
 (Miller 1991, xiii). We approach this project, then, with trepidation and
 anticipation.

 Like other long distance collaborators, we usually work physically
 separated from each other, exchanging and editing each other's drafts by
 mail or modem. But at least once in the course of any project-more
 often if one of us gets travel money-we meet, sometimes to brainstorm
 or to wrestle over the definition and development of basic concepts, but
 more often to write together. Ellen sits at the computer and Carey on the
 window seat nearby; one of us starts a sentence, the other finishes it. At
 the end of several hours, we are scrolling through something neither of us
 would or could have written alone and honestly cannot say which word
 "came from" Carey, which idea "came from" Ellen.

 "She" and "I" metamorphose into "we," hypothetical, invisible, yet
 nonetheless articulate. "We" emerges from the space between our indi-
 vidual, different voices, its meaning elusive, dispersed, always deferred,
 never unitary.

 Like the two jazz musicians in Gregory McDonald's 1988 novel
 Merely Players, we have "a beautiful thing" between us: "They had their
 language, cues, and when they were playing they told each other things
 the audience, even those who were musicologists that week, could never
 hear. Within the rhythm and sound there was another rhythm and sound,
 for them, between them, exclusively their own, hints to each other about
 where each was going, what different thing he was going to do this time,
 comments about what the other had just done. Between them was the
 conversation, the compatibility, the correspondence, the copulation, im-
 possible without them, of the piano and the saxophone themselves" (24).

 McDonald's choice of the word "copulation" suggests that a good
 collaboration is inherently informed by sexuality. Our hours of working
 together are concentrated, physically, emotionally, and mentally intimate,
 intense, fierce, focused, creative, and exhausting.

 In talking over the metaphors that came to mind for our collaboration,
 we thought of dancing-of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers-then real-
 ized quickly that the heterosexual romantic model would not do. Neither
 of us leads, neither follows. Neither is dominant.2 The jazz metaphor,

 2 At the same time that we were working on The Canon and the Common Reader
 and thinking about this essay, Ellen was team-teaching with a male colleague. She says
 there were striking similarities between the two collaborative ventures. In both, there
 was reciprocal learning and a growing reliance on the strengths each member of the
 team brought to the project. In the course of both collaborations, friendship developed
 and grew stronger. But, Ellen wrote Carey, "because Doug is a man, the energy in our
 collaboration is tinged by the prevailing heterosexual model, however much (intellectu-
 ally) Doug and I agree that model is both 'compulsory' in Adrienne Rich's sense and
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 Kaplan and Rose FEMINIST COLLABORATION

 with its sexual elaboration, is the most accurate model we have found
 because our ideas and words-like sounds-meet, mingle, harmonize,
 and emerge conjoined, saying more than either of us would have said
 alone. Our collaboration presupposes and insists on integrity: the piano
 is a solo instrument, so is the saxophone. In a jazz ensemble, either can
 and frequently does "do a riff." The magic of jazz, the harmonious
 interplay described in McDonald's novel, arises from the total attentive-
 ness and receptivity of each player to the other.

 We use the metaphor "lesbian" to describe what we experience in the
 connectedness of collaboration because of this reciprocity. The custom-
 ary hierarchy and competitiveness of heterosexual interaction do not
 adequately define our connection. Nor does the (male) homosexual
 model of anxious collaboration Wayne Koestenbaum elaborates in Dou-
 ble Talk: The Erotics of Male Literary Collaboration (1989).3

 In defining and describing our collaboration in this way, we know that
 we are positing an ideal connection. In "real" life, we are not lovers,
 although we love one another dearly. Both of us have been married and
 divorced. Carey has been a lesbian for the past twenty years and lives
 with her partner while Ellen now describes herself as a celibate and lives
 alone. Our metaphor envisions a reciprocal, nonhierarchical yearning for
 mutual fulfillment. It describes the dynamic of desire, energy, and eupho-
 ria that switches on when we are actively collaborating. Real lovers,
 whether lesbian/gay or straight, fight, often over silly matters. They com-
 pete, stake out turf, carry on flirtations with others, feel suffocated or
 neglected, are grouchy, mean, and disrespectful. Elements of such real-life
 relationships hover around the edges of our collaboration. Perfection of
 connection is impossible, we reluctantly acknowledge, while we none-
 theless pursue, and put into practice as best we can, our vision.

 unequal in anyone's sense." This energy manifested itself in the classroom in pedagogical
 duets Ellen and Doug thought of as "choreographed." Usually, he led and she followed.

 3 Building on Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's pioneering study Between Men (1985), Koes-
 tenbaum 1989 asserts "that [literary] collaboration between men in the 19th and early
 20th centuries was a complicated and anxiously homosocial act." More specifically, he
 argues that when male collaborators such as Sigmund Freud and Josef Breuer, William
 Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound "write to-
 gether, they engage in double talk; they rapidly patter to obscure their erotic burden, but
 the ambiguities of their discourse give the taboo subject some liberty to roam." The
 "burden" of Eros in these male collaborations is, in comparison to the erotics of our
 collaboration, onerous indeed. "Bluntly stated," Koestenbaum says, "men who collabo-
 rate engage in a metaphorical sexual intercourse, and ... the text they balance between
 them is alternately the child of their sexual union, and a shared woman" (3). This inter-
 course is fraught with such "desires and dreads" as "hysterical discontinuity, muteness,
 castratory violence, homoerotic craving, misogyny, [and] a wish to usurp female genera-
 tive power" (4).
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 FEMINIST COLLABORATION Kaplan and Rose

 We strive for the impossible because it is, indeed, an ideal, and one
 reflecting our deepest political convictions. Further, it is an ideal born out
 of a specific historical moment. We are forty-nine (Carey) and fifty-four
 (Ellen), children of the women's movement of the 1970s. For us, as for
 many feminists of our generation, the word "lesbian" functions as a
 political metaphor. By now it is commonplace that "heterosexuality, like
 motherhood," can be "studied as a political institution" (Rich 1980,
 637, emphasis in the original), but our generation of feminists discovered
 that possibility first in our consciousness-raising groups. The writings of
 Adrienne Rich, Mary Daly, Andrea Dworkin, Catharine MacKinnon,
 and other radical feminists challenged us to ask, "What if inequality is
 built into the social conceptions of male and female sexuality, of mascu-
 linity and femininity, of sexiness and heterosexual attractiveness?"
 (MacKinnon, quoted in Rich 1980, 643). Even feminists whose sexual
 orientation was toward men were drawn to Rich's vision of a "lesbian

 continuum," of a range of "woman-identified" experience from "genital
 sexual experience" to "the sharing of a rich inner life, the bonding
 against male tyranny, [and] the giving and receiving of practical and
 political support" (Rich 1980, 648-49). Thinking in a binary mode we
 would today call simplistic and reductive, feminists of our generation
 constructed an ideal of "lesbian" or "woman-identified" relationships
 diametrically opposed to patriarchal and heterosexual social dynamics-
 egalitarian rather than hierarchical, mutually supportive rather than op-
 pressive, cooperative rather than competitive.

 While today the two of us eschew such limiting binarism, we none-
 theless choose to adopt a lesbian metaphor for our collaboration. We do
 so despite and because of the rampant homophobia we believe permeates
 even academic feminism. At a time when some academics are abandoning
 "women's" studies for the safer terrain of "gender" studies, we find our
 consciously chosen position empowering precisely because it is both per-
 sonal and sexual, aspects of experience too often banned by academic
 discourse. Feminist scholars, we believe, ought not to lose sight of Kate
 Millett's early insight that sexual politics is what feminist theory is fun-
 damentally about (Millett 1970). Although we are not essentialists and
 do not believe that biology is destiny, we do believe that sexuality in
 various permutations informs and influences our intellectual lives.

 We persist in using "lesbian" as a trope for feminist (creative) collab-
 oration not because-as Marilyn Farwell (1988) noted in a recent essay
 on defining the lesbian literary imagination-creativity is identified with
 sexual energy in the Western tradition but because of our own experience
 of a sexual/emotional continuum. Though celibate for the last eighteen
 years, Ellen was active sexually for ten years in a marriage that resulted
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 in three children-two birthed, one adopted-with whom, over the
 years, her relationship has ripened. Carey's sexual life has been fuller and
 more varied than Ellen's; she has had lovers of both sexes and a long
 companionate marriage, but no children. We have a sense of the fluidity
 of self-fashioning in our increasingly long lives. Our sexual identifications
 have altered with time, growth, and circumstance. Carey has defined
 herself variously as heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian; Ellen as heterosexual,
 political lesbian, asexual, celibate. Both of us have been blessed with
 long-standing, intense connections with friends and family. Thus, we have
 multiple reference points from which to define the particular nature of
 our relationship, to assert-with confidence-that, though we are not
 "lovers" in a limited, genital sense, ours is a lesbian collaboration.

 We are also aware that the metaphoric use of "lesbian"-especially
 Rich's notion of the "lesbian continuum"-has been subjected to serious
 criticism. As Marilyn Farwell notes: "As a metaphor, lesbian must be held
 separate from actual women who form relationships and communities
 outside of and in resistance to the patriarchy; at the same time, it depends
 on abstractions from these experiences, sometimes on idealizations of
 these experiences. In abstracting from the literal experience, the meta-
 phor gains a wider range of meaning but loses specificity and, of course,
 loses some connection with its source-lesbians" (1988, 110). We
 believe-as Farwell does-that the term lesbian "does not lose its power
 merely because it abstracts from lesbian experience" (111), and we be-
 lieve that our collaboration provides experiential evidence to ground and
 support Farwell's theoretical elaboration of a lesbian model of creativity.
 Specifically, we believe our partnership demonstrates Farwell's assertion
 that "omnipresent energy" and "attention to another rather than an
 orgiastic experience of transcendence" explain "the metaphoric sexuality
 of the female [collaborative] creative act" (112).

 Some among the new generation of feminists may call our enthusiasm
 about our collaboration naive, and probably in some ways it is. When we
 describe the mechanics of our work together, we can sound ego-less, or
 dopily unaware of our personal and individual needs. We are not, how-
 ever, wide-eyed innocents. We have benefited by the instructions of some
 of our younger feminist colleagues to move beyond the essentialist the-
 oretical paradigms of the 1970s.4 But we still believe and try to live by
 what we learned then: sisterhood is powerful, the personal is political,
 women do not trash women. Our collaboration and our feelings about it
 are a social and cultural self-fashioning informed by our historical mo-

 4 We are also heartened by the efforts of some young feminist theoreticians to decon-
 struct the unhelpful binary opposition between "essentialism" and "constructionism"
 that has characterized much feminist debate over the last fifteen years. See especially
 Fuss 1989.
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 ment. There are between us tensions, bifurcations, complexities, and
 ambivalences that we choose to ignore or elide for the purposes of our
 work and because of our profound, admittedly idealistic, personally
 transformative political beliefs.5

 Our politics have taught us that we can achieve strength and indepen-
 dence through solidarity with other women. In keeping with our political
 agenda, we experience ourselves as individually empowered by our work
 together. As our collaboration has progressed from grant proposal to
 edited book to cowritten book, our self-confidence has grown in direct
 proportion to our fluency in speaking as "we." During the years we have
 been collaborating, each of us has grown professionally on her own. Each
 has achieved tenure and promotion, been elected and appointed to offices
 in professional organizations, and attended conferences and given pa-
 pers. Carey has been the head of her department for five years, guiding it
 through a period of growth and curricular change. She has come out as
 a lesbian to her students and colleagues at the small, conservative, Ro-
 man Catholic school where she teaches, and she has helped to make that
 institution one of the very few Roman Catholic colleges in the United
 States to include a sexual orientation clause in its hiring statement. Ellen
 has been in charge of hiring and review committees at the huge techno-
 logical university where she has also worked, in the face of institutional
 resistance, to establish a women's studies program and to keep the hu-
 manities alive.

 Each of us respects and loves the other's feistiness and intelligence.
 Each of us enjoys a wrangle over some cherished perception or notion.
 Each clings to her individual vision, pigheadedly, in a dialectical struggle
 that always results in a synthesis on which "we" can agree. The central
 concept of The Canon and the Common Reader, "oscillation," emerged
 from just such a tussle. Most recently, in the course of writing this essay,
 we have struggled to conceptualize lesbianism in a way that would be
 acceptable to each of us, with our divergent understandings and experi-
 ences of sexuality. Even now, Ellen is residually uncomfortable with the
 sexualized rhetoric of several paragraphs, and Carey, whose understand-
 ing of music is feeble at best, has never loved the quotation about jazz

 5 Sara Maitland, who collaborated with Michelene Wandor to write the novel Arky
 Types, says that the idea of "collective/co-operative writing seems central to both my
 politics and my aesthetic (if the two can be separated)" (Maitland 1989). Before writing
 Arky Types (1987), Maitland and Wandor had participated in the early 1970s with
 three other women in a feminist writers' collective one of them called "a kind of literary
 consciousness raising group" (Miner 1981, 27) that produced the short story collection,
 Tales I Tell My Mother (Fairbairns et al. 1980). Maitland asserts that "the Tales group
 made me a writer; it made me think about myself as a writer, it made me realize what
 that identity meant because I shared it for the first time with other women.... It also
 made me a deep, if inconvenient, convert to the idea of collective writing" (Maitland
 1988). We will return later in this essay to the "inconveniences" of collaboration.
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 that means so much to Ellen. The four authors of Women's Ways of
 Knowing describe a similar dialectic that characterized their work to-
 gether: "In collaborating on writing this book we searched for a single
 voice-a way of submerging our individual perspectives for the sake of
 the collective 'we.' Not that we denied our individual convictions or

 squelched our objections to one another's points of view-we argued,
 tried to persuade, even cried at times when we reached an impasse of
 understanding-but we learned to listen to each other, to build on each
 other's insights, and eventually to arrive at a way of communicating as a
 collective what we believe" (Belenky et al. 1986, ix).

 Carey once sent Ellen a picture postcard that became for both of us
 an emblem of our collaboration. On the front, a tiger and alligator lie,
 improbably tangled. On the back, the caption: "Strange bedfellows:
 people were concerned that no matter what their offspring looked like,
 they'd be mean as hell." Like the tiger and the alligator, we are tough
 and mean, not sentimental-and so are the projects that are our off-
 spring.

 Our rigorous, assertive, combative, often angry self-fashioning grows
 from the times through which we have lived, the critical theory with
 which we have engaged, and the struggles, personal and professional, in
 which we have been involved. We are middle-aged. We are women with
 histories. We entered college teaching at a time when English studies were
 just beginning to professionalize, when the old-boy network that privi-
 leged leather-patched, tweed-jacketed, pipe-smoking gentleman scholars
 was under attack on several fronts-one of the most notable being led by
 brash young women. We each spent the 1970s teaching at institutions
 that had only recently begun admitting women students and promoting
 women faculty. At both, women were an endangered species. Junior fac-
 ulty women were vulnerable. So were our women students. We were all
 trying to find our place in a power structure that had admitted us for
 primarily economic reasons, a power structure that had little or no in-
 terest in or respect for our intellectual or political vision. We junior
 faculty women worried about tenure; our women students tried to avoid
 being raped at weekend fraternity parties while being systematically if
 figuratively raped in male-dominated classrooms. Out of our instinct for
 self-preservation, we reached out to other women on our campuses, in
 our communities, and in the profession. Although we were frequently
 scared and tentative, we groped toward empowerment. We became fem-
 inists. Our kind of collaboration may be the product of this specific
 history. Can today's young feminists, among them some of our junior
 women colleagues, understand our collaboration without having lived
 our history? What must it be like for junior women in a professional
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 environment where competition with women seems inevitable?6 For all
 our sense of exclusion from the boys' club, we had solidarity with
 women. It was clearly us versus them. For today's junior faculty, "them"
 can be us. Sisterhood has given way to rivalry.7

 In using the word sisterhood, we do not intend to invoke the familial
 paradigm. We use "sisterhood" as men use "brotherhood," to connote
 solidarity. We agree with Helena Michie that feminist theory needs to
 move beyond what Jane Gallop has called "the pitfall of familial think-
 ing" (Michie 1989, 17). Family metaphors belie our felt reality. Although
 united against patriarchal oppression, we have neither the unconscious
 intimacy of blood sisters nor their ambivalence about each other's
 achievements. Nor, though we have each nurtured the other when her
 confidence waned, does it feel as though we "mother" each other. We are
 two women who recognize one another. From our first meeting, we have
 felt allied in intellectual and political interests, cultural identifications,
 and emotional responses. We have formed a bond different from family,
 sometimes transcendent of family, profoundly connective but never taken
 for granted, never an inescapable given.

 Because we are mature women and because we have been working
 together for years now, we know a great deal about ourselves in relation
 to one another. We have helped each other through hard times and good
 times: career crises; illnesses and hospitalizations; the growth of children,
 with all its attendant joys and anguish; parents' deaths; perilous and ful-
 filling love affairs; house buying; menopause. Our relationship is increas-
 ingly resonant and profound. Our repertory of communication is com-
 plex, varied, and always in flux. And, because we remain sensitive to and
 excited about one another, we keep learning new modes of expression.

 We learned first that we could sit together before a computer and write
 sentences that worked even better than did sentences we wrote alone.

 Then we learned to prepare for our time together by stimulating each
 other with ideas and hints in letters. Indeed, we now write diary letters to
 one another each week, letters that include gossip and dailiness as well as
 intellectual exchange. We learned to read the same books at the same
 time and to exchange our different but complementary responses. We
 learned the pleasures of delaying our time together until we were both
 ready to explode or implode with new words, new ideas. We learned each

 6 Evelyn Fox Keller and Helene Moglen suggest some answers to this question in
 their essay on competition among academic women (1987).

 7 Like all generalizations, our description of two "generations" of feminist academics
 is misleading because oversimplified. There are junior tenure-track faculty (and innumer-
 able lecturers and adjuncts) who are chronologically our peers, and a gratifying number
 of young scholars who recognize the pragmatic utility of the kind of identity politics we
 have characterized as belonging to "our" generation. See, e.g., Fuss 1989 and Felski 1989.
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 other's best hours for work, for relaxation, for solitude. We learned an
 accretive interplay in which one of us roughs out a chapter, then sends it
 to the other for expansion and clarification, and then we go back and
 forth until we are both satisfied.

 In describing our collaboration, we have not only posited an ideal
 lesbian connection, we have also described our work together in isolation
 from the rest of our weekends together, not to mention the rest of our
 lives. We do not spend all of our "working weekends" working. When we
 are not perched in front of the computer, we are negotiating the com-
 promises all strongly individual friends engage in. Carey's best hours for
 work are over before Ellen wakes up and she is ready for bed half an hour
 before Ellen usually eats dinner. While we both cherish a closely reasoned
 argument, Carey's mind leaps intuitively, filling in the gaps later, while
 Ellen needs to move methodically and sequentially. Nonetheless, when we
 go up the stairs to Ellen's study and settle in, for hours at a time we set
 aside our pettiness, our daily routines, our insistent individualities. Our
 minds meet in the air between us and we achieve, at our best, an unfet-
 tered, creative, generous reciprocity.

 These ideal moments are the essence of our work together and what
 we attempt to describe here. The experience is so satisfying and our
 political commitment to it so deep and ingrained that we must strive to
 bring to awareness its costs and limitations, the professional liabilities
 accompanying our chosen marginality. For instance, one of us has reason
 to believe that grants and release time are not readily granted her by her
 institution because all her recent projects have been cowritten. As a re-
 sult, she wonders occasionally if the collaboration is worth the sacrifices.
 The other, carrying a four-course teaching load each semester, worries
 about losing her separate intellectual identity because she has time only
 for collaborative projects. She sometimes feels resentful when she has to
 spend a week each month correcting one hundred papers while her col-
 laborator writes letters describing her reading and all the new ideas she
 is generating. Travel is expensive. So are stamps and telephone calls.
 Ellen's children and Carey's partner get jealous, and we resent each oth-
 er's children and partner for demanding time when we have our precious,
 infrequent, working weekends. Finding time for these weekends, given
 our conflicting institutional schedules and duties, is difficult. When dead-
 lines approach, one of us may have to do more than her share of the
 work, depending on the other's commitments. And most important, our
 separate styles, though complementary, need to be accommodated. Carey
 must accept Ellen's relentless efficiency, Ellen must trust Carey's unpre-
 dictable bursts of energy.

 Clearly, this project of ours has weaknesses and irritations as well as
 strengths and pleasures. Overwhelmingly, though, our years of working
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 together leave us feeling idealistic and confirmed in our ideological com-
 mitment to collaboration. We have the sense of participating in a deeply
 satisfying, ongoing love relationship (not a marriage, not a menage). We
 also have the profound satisfaction of living out one of our most deeply
 rooted political convictions by demonstrating through our collaboration
 that "sisterhood" is both powerful and mutually empowering. Writing this
 essay has clarified for us what constitutes the positive value of our en-
 deavor and, scarily, has shown us some of the accommodations we un-
 thinkingly provide to make it work. Some of what had been carefully,
 though unintentionally, kept unspoken when we began has now been said.

 We have tried to understand and explore what we do because we
 believe that one of the major strengths of feminist scholarship is the
 connection between lived experience and political and critical theory. But
 many questions remain before an adequate theory of feminist collabora-
 tion can be constructed. For example, is our collaboration extraordinary,
 an accidental act of grace? Or has it been, could it be, reproduced? Is
 collaboration a peculiarly female and/or feminist mode of production?
 Our experience and the statements of other feminist collaborators would
 seem to suggest that feminists find collaboration particularly congenial.8
 If so, why? Is it, as Carol Gilligan would have it, because women are
 socialized to understand "dependence" differently from (and more pos-
 itively than) the way men do (Gilligan 1987, 90-91)? Is women's col-
 laboration a logical (or consciously elected) praxis of feminist theory or
 politics? The authors of Feminist Scholarship: Kindling in the Groves of
 Academe say that their decision "to write the book jointly rather than
 assign each of us to write a discrete section on her own field" was made
 because "we wanted our book to reflect [the] interdisciplinary goal [of
 feminist research] and to investigate the degree to which it has been
 achieved" (DuBois et al. 1985, vii). As they worked together, the four
 women who wrote Women's Ways of Knowing came to understand col-
 laboration as one of "the ways of knowing that women have cultivated
 and learned to value" that have been "neglected and denigrated by the
 intellectual ethos of our time." Their decision to write collectively af-
 firmed their belief that "the collaborative, egalitarian spirit so often
 shared by women should be more carefully nurtured in the work lives of
 all men and women" and reflected their hope that they would find that
 spirit "in all of our future work" (Belenky et al. 1986, ix).

 8 One of the two panels sponsored by the Women's Caucus for the Modern Lan-
 guages at the 1991 Modern Language Association convention (San Francisco, December
 27-30) was devoted to the topic of feminist collaboration. The small room allotted by
 the convention planners overflowed with women eager to listen to accounts of successful
 collaborations-ranging from coedited and cowritten books to graduate study groups
 formed for mutual support and sustenance-and to share their own stories of formal
 and informal collective and collaborative work.
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 But, as Valerie Miner and Helen E. Longino observe in their introduc-
 tion to a collection of essays on competition among women in sports, the
 family, academia, and the workplace (Miner and Longino 1987b), "we
 [feminists] are often faced with a conflict between our commitment to,
 indeed our longing for, solidarity with other women and our need to
 compete in the marketplace for work" (Miner and Longino 1987a, 1).
 Observing that working collectively is "a goal and value frequently ex-
 pressed by the feminist movement," the authors of Feminist Scholarship
 admit that it was nonetheless difficult for them to overcome the tradi-

 tional conception of scholarship as "individualized endeavor" they had
 all, to a certain degree, internalized (DuBois et al. 1985, viii). Tacitly
 acknowledging that collaboration is generally accepted in scientific re-
 search, they note that the ideal of individual scholarship is particularly
 strong in the humanities and social science disciplines they represent. As
 Richard Chait remarked in an article in Academe, "Despite rhetoric that
 honors collaboration, cooperation, and shared authority, most colleges
 and universities neglect or underutilize group rewards for group perfor-
 mances" except in sponsored research in science and engineering. Espe-
 cially in evaluating scholarship and research for tenure, promotion, and
 merit raises, the academy "discourages collaboration." Chait discovered
 in researching his article that "some universities assign numerical values
 to the scholarly publications of promotion and tenure candidates and
 then divide the 'points' by the number of co-authors" (1988, 23).

 Chait's research indicates that the disincentives to collaboration in

 academia are gender neutral. Can we assume that it is only women, or
 only feminist scholars, who would collaborate if the system rewarded
 group performance as much as individual effort? The musical collabo-
 ration we cited as an analogue to our own was between men; men as well
 as women form successful and sometimes long-lasting musical groups.

 Yet, despite the longevity of many male groups, we find ourselves
 uncomfortable with the conflicted element that we often learn imbues

 their collaborations. For instance, a recent film about the Guarneri
 Quartet, High Fidelity (1989), documents the willed and sometimes dif-
 ficult collaboration among strong individuals, emphasizing the stress of
 maintaining unity over a period of years. The members of the quartet
 seemed to suggest that they stayed together because they knew their
 synergy was incomparable, even as they struggled with conflict and am-
 bivalence. Keith Richards of the Rolling Stones also emphasizes the em-
 battled nature of collaboration when he describes working with Mick
 Jaggar:

 "The songs just tumbled out," says Richards. "First, we just
 screamed and yelled at each other. We needed to clear the air,
 which, as old mates, we're very good at. Then, when we got into
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 that room and sat down with our guitars, something entirely dif-
 ferent took over. You can't define it; it's the same thing that always
 happens. I just start banging out a little riff. He'll go, 'That's nice,'
 and he'll come up with a top line. I'll get to the bridge, and suddenly
 everything starts to pop. Before you know it, we've got a tape full
 of Rolling Stones songs." [Spitz 1989, 38]

 The collaborative riff is familiar to us and congenial; the notion of "old
 mates" clearing the air with a shouting match is antithetical to our sense
 of the collaborative ideal.

 Another example that disquiets us and is at variance with our notion
 of lesbian collaboration is the heterosexual model of Louise Erdrich and

 Michael Dorris, which has been lauded in written and visual media.
 When we see it in action-Erdrich and Dorris's PBS interview with Bill

 Moyers, Erdrich's foreword to Dorris's The Broken Cord (1989) (a dis-
 cussion of Dorris's adopted son's life in the context of Fetal Alcohol
 Syndrome)-it appears hierarchical. Erdrich, who in her single-author
 novels has a rich, original, personal voice, becomes a parrot for Dorris's
 ideas in the foreword and, in the PBS interview, a nearly silent but con-
 spicuously adoring spouse. This "collaboration," which seems literally to
 embody domination, violates our vision utterly.

 Short of interviewing all these groups and individuals, or of surveying
 history to discover and document previous collaborations, we are in no
 position to situate our collaboration in particular or feminist collabora-
 tion in general in an overview of collaborative endeavor. We nevertheless
 emerge from this exercise in conjoining personal criticism and theory
 convinced that our experience is relevant to vital ongoing dialogues
 within feminist theory: How far may the trope "lesbian" be expanded
 before it reaches mere abstraction? What does it mean to write the body?
 How connected or how bifurcated are essentialism and constructionism?

 Can there be a coherent theory of feminist collaboration? We believe,
 from the experience of writing this essay-and the comments of a justly
 famous pair of feminist collaborators, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar,
 bear us out9-that collaboration among academic feminists, conducted
 as it is against institutional odds, is exhilarating, consoling, and precious.

 Department of English
 Saint Michael's College (Kaplan)

 Department of English
 Drexel University (Rose)

 9 In the preface to The Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar
 say, "The process of writing this book has been as transformative for us as the process
 of 'attempting the pen' was for so many of the women we discuss. And much of the ex-
 hilaration of writing has come from working together" (1979, xiii).
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